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Dear Friends and Supporters,

I wanted to take a moment to update you on the
incredible work we are doing through our various
programs for our US Border Patrol, US Military, and First
Responders! Currently, I am at the first of our semi-
annual WARRIOR RIVER RUN CAMP in the beautiful Mark
Twain National Forest in Missouri. This camp, in
partnership with the Westside Family Worship Center, is
truly one of the most remarkable programs we offer
each year. It not only provides training and travel
support for our warriors, but it also covers their
accommodations and meals. This camp's impact on our
warriors' lives is truly transformative!

However, amidst the joy and growth our programs are
experiencing, we also face challenges. This year, we have
sadly lost some of our warriors to cancer. It is a
devastating reminder of the blight that this illness brings
upon humanity. While our enemies may not be able to
destroy our National Treasures on the battlefield,
sickness, and suicide are taking a toll on our troops here 
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at home. Just this week, we mourned the loss of the largest donor in the
history of our ministry to cancer. It is during these dark times that we must
remember that God opens doors of opportunity to drive back the gloom
and bring forth new victories.

In addition to our Warrior River Run Camp, we continue to receive calls for
intervention from the U.S. Border Patrol. OPERATION BORDER PATROL
program is standing ready to provide hope and faith to these warriors who
serve as our last line of defense. Their service to our country frequently
exposing them to traumatic and challenging events such as subjection to
dangerous situations or witnessing the heartbreaking tragedies due to
trafficking or smuggling. We recently received a request from the agents
urging us to assist them and their families. And, of course, we will answer
that call!

Our commitment to supporting our military extends through OPERATION
WARRIOR RECONnect. This program reaches out to our US Military
community worldwide, especially those who may feel forgotten or isolated.
We stand with these warriors who bravely stand on the wall for us. We
don’t only focus on active military but their spouses as well through our
ABIDE women’s retreats. We are also proud to share that Eagles Summit
Ranch Texas is now fully functional again after extensive damage caused by
a devastating flood, and soon, our next Marriage Renewal session will take
place to bring hope into struggling marriages!

We are also actively supporting our fire and police through a program
called After The Alarm (ATA). Currently, ATA is in full session at Eagles
Summit Ranch in Colorado, fulfilling the mission of OPERATION FIRST
RESPONDERS. After the Alarm focuses on the specific needs of first
responders who serve on the front lines of our local communities each day,
as well as first responder couples who face unique challenges to their
marriages and families. This program was created for first responders BY
first responders and comes to the table with peer support and training to
face unique stressors, including station life, sleep deprivation,
communication, family dynamics, and other critical issues.

Furthermore, I have been traveling the globe, responding to military calls
for resilience training on various military installations. Our GLOBAL/REAP
SCHOOL OF MINISTRY has reached an impressive milestone, with nearly
250,000 students in Vietnam and over 380,000 students in 40 nations and
14 languages. The impact of this ministry knows no boundaries! 



Even in public schools, we continue to be called upon to bring hope and
positivity in the face of a toxic academic environment. We refuse to let the
ungodly atmosphere and woke ideologies overshadow the message of
hope that we bring to students and their families.

As you can see, God's mission for us is far from over. However, we face a
constant challenge in funding our efforts and securing long-term support.
The cost of carrying out our mission and saving our beloved country is
significant. It is a mountain that we climb every week, month, and year. But
I believe we can overcome this challenge together and make the best of a
difficult situation in our failing nation. I humbly ask for your support in
shouldering the cost with me. Together, we can make a difference and
ensure the success of our mission. Your contribution will enable us to
provide essential training materials, books, and devotionals to the Border
Patrol at no cost. These resources bring hope and healing to the lives and
families of our agents, who tirelessly defend our nation without much
assistance from the government. Our budget is stretched thin, exceeding
an estimated $20,000 and continuing to grow for upcoming sessions. I
understand that it may be difficult for some to give, but I have faith that
you recognize the importance of this cause. If we lose our agents, we lose
what is left of our border and, with it, the greatness of our nation.

Please consider making a generous donation today. Your support is
invaluable, and I cannot do this alone. Together, let us strive to make an
eternal impact and bring about positive change.

With gratitude and hope,
 

Dave Roever

At this time, my work with the Border Patrol
in Texas is moving forward at warp speed.

Suicide is on the increase and the agents are
calling. I am giving my new book, Forged in

Fire, to hundreds of agents and their families.
Please consider supporting this endeavor. 

It is a $15,000 budget.


